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I’ve been steam-bending wood for nearly 40 years 
and still I don’t know of any process in our shop 
that is more mysterious or more fascinating. or 

more powerful—with steam you can create curved 
parts with perfectly continuous grain that couldn’t be 
improved on for strength, resilience, or appearance.

In hopes of making steam-bending a little less mys-
terious, I’ll explain something about selecting and 
preparing wood for bending, building a steambox, 
building bending forms, and putting them all to use. 
Along the way I’ll demonstrate three different ways to 
bend: formless bending, which is done freehand and 
requires no bending form; free bending, which uses 
a bending form and a drying rack; and compression 
bending, which uses a metal compression strap as well 
as a bending form and a drying rack.

Wood selection and preparation
Selecting the right wood makes all the difference in 
steam-bending. No matter how skilled you are at bend-
ing, trying to bend the wrong wood makes for frustrat-
ing work. Finding the right wood is not just a matter of 
picking the right species. while some species are, on 
average, more flexible than others, most hardwoods 
vary as much within their species as they differ from 
other species. while I don’t know of any rule or set 
of rules that guarantees a particular board or log will 
yield good bending wood, there are a few guidelines 
that will put the odds more in your favor.

Heavy wood—Look for wood that is heavy for its 
species. It’s generally stronger and more flexible.

Less porous—with maple and cherry it’s hard to 
tell much about porosity, but woods like oak, hickory, 
walnut, and ash are easy to survey for this. Compare 
the ratio of pores in several boards and you will likely 
find a significant disparity. Pick the denser wood.

Straight grain—This won’t impact flexibility, but if 
the wood fibers follow the sides of the board, the parts 
will be less likely to break.

If you find the right specimen, most American hard-
woods can bend quite well, especially in compres-
sion bending. Cherry, for example, is generally a poor 
choice for bending without a strap, but with a com-
pression strap it bends about as well as any wood.

Should the wood be air-dried, kiln-dried, or green?
Ideally, wood for steam-bending should be between 
15% and 20% moisture content. If you don’t have a 
moisture meter, get one. knowing the moisture content 
of the wood you are working with is critical.

I most prefer air-dried wood for bending. But if 
you don’t have access to air-dried or green lumber 
you can still play the steam-bending game. kiln-dried 
wood can be steam-bent if you pre-treat the wood. I 
put kiln-dried workpieces in the steambox for at least 
an hour and leave them there overnight. Then I pull 
them out and soak them in water for three days. Now 
I’m ready to put them back in the steamer and get 

Use steam to create strong, curved parts with continuous grain

B y  B r i a n  B o g g s

Bend wood to Your will
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Meter the moisture. Wood that 
will be steam-bent should ideally 
be between 15% and 20% moisture 
content. Boggs highly recommends 
using air-dried wood and monitoring it 
with a meter.

Kiln-dried wood gets a bath before 
bending. Boggs prepares kiln-dried 
parts by steaming them for an hour, 
then soaking them in water for three 
days before steaming and bending 
them. The bathtub is a bag in a box.

I’ve been steam-bending wood for nearly 40 years 
and still I don’t know of any process in our shop 
that is more mysterious or more fascinating. Or 

more powerful—with steam you can create curved 
parts with perfectly continuous grain that couldn’t be 
improved on for strength, resilience, or appearance.

In hopes of making steam-bending a little less mys-
terious, I’ll explain something about selecting and 
preparing wood for bending, building a steambox, 
building bending forms, and putting them all to use. 
Along the way I’ll demonstrate three different ways to 
bend: formless bending, which is done freehand and 
requires no bending form; free bending, which uses 
a bending form and a drying rack; and compression 
bending, which uses a metal compression strap as well 
as a bending form and a drying rack.

Wood selection and preparation
Selecting the right wood makes all the difference in 
steam-bending. No matter how skilled you are at bend-
ing, trying to bend the wrong wood makes for frustrat-
ing work. Finding the right wood is not just a matter of 
picking the right species. While some species are, on 
average, more flexible than others, most hardwoods 
vary as much within their species as they differ from 
other species. While I don’t know of any rule or set 
of rules that guarantees a particular board or log will 
yield good bending wood, there are a few guidelines 
that will put the odds more in your favor.

Heavy wood—Look for wood that is heavy for its 
species. It’s generally stronger and more flexible.

Less porous—With maple and cherry it’s hard to 
tell much about porosity, but woods like oak, hickory, 
walnut, and ash are easy to survey for this. Compare 
the ratio of pores in several boards and you will likely 
find a significant disparity. Pick the denser wood.

Straight grain—This won’t impact flexibility, but if 
the wood fibers follow the sides of the board, the parts 
will be less likely to break.

If you find the right specimen, most American hard-
woods can bend quite well, especially in compres-
sion bending. Cherry, for example, is generally a poor 
choice for bending without a strap, but with a com-
pression strap it bends about as well as any wood.

Should the wood be air-dried, kiln-dried, or green?
Ideally, wood for steam-bending should be between 
15% and 20% moisture content. If you don’t have a 
moisture meter, get one. Knowing the moisture content 
of the wood you are working with is critical.

I most prefer air-dried wood for bending. But if 
you don’t have access to air-dried or green lumber 
you can still play the steam-bending game. Kiln-dried 
wood can be steam-bent if you pre-treat the wood. I 
put kiln-dried workpieces in the steambox for at least 
an hour and leave them there overnight. Then I pull 
them out and soak them in water for three days. Now 
I’m ready to put them back in the steamer and get 

Best woods for steam-bending?
Boggs has steam-bent dozens of different woods over the years. This 
chart lists some of his favorites, with comments on each. He cautions that 
although species do differ in terms of their suitability for steam-bending, he 
finds as much range within particular species as between them. He prefers 
to bend air-dried wood, but you can steam-bend most any kiln-dried wood if 
you pre-soak it.

SPECIES CHARACTERISTICS

Red oak

There’s hardly a better wood to start steaming with. It’s 
easy to find stock with really straight grain free of defects. 
Red oak is often abused in the kiln, so if you use kiln-dried 
stock for steaming, inspect it carefully.

White oak
Generally fabulous for steam-bending. Some people report 
trouble with cracking, but I suspect that’s due to improper 
drying.

White ash
This dream wood was sent from the steam-bending gods 
and destroyed by a beetle. A superb stand-in for oak if the 
parts are to be stained.

Sweet gum I’ve played with it, and it’s incredibly flexible—it seems to 
be made of rubber. But it warps, so proceed with caution.

Red maple In the second tier of good bending woods. It’s generally 
more elastic than cherry, but a bit weaker.

Cherry
Very good for steam-bending, but only if you use a 
compression strap. It’s extremely compressible, so it 
bends well even though it’s not particularly elastic.

Walnut

Of those I’ve used extensively, it’s the species with the 
widest range of elasticity, weight, and strength. Depending 
on the tree, walnut can be very good for steam-bending, or 
it can be very challenging.

Hickory

This is another species that is all over the place when it 
comes to steam-bending. There are more than a dozen 
sub-species that are sold interchangeably, so it’s hard to 
pin down. Some hickory is enormously elastic and great for 
bending, some is impossible. It’s very stiff, and so requires 
a lot of force to bend. 
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Box and stand made from 3⁄4-in. 
MDO forming plywood; typically 
used for concrete forms, it deals 
well with moisture and adds 
some insulation.

Front support higher 
than rear one so box 
tilts 2° to drain at rear.

Holes for 
power cords

Solid wood

Two wallpaper steamers 
used alternately; one 
takes over when the 
other loses steam.

Fixed casters 
at the back

Short section of garden hose 
drains water from pipe. 

Steamer hoses wrapped 
in carpet underlayment, 
then insulation tape.

RUGGED, RELIABLE STEAMBOX
Bern Chandley’s steambox is a high-pressure plastic pipe inside 
a plywood box. Wallpaper steamers provide the steam. He’s a 
chairmaker, and his box is sized for chair parts. Build yours to suit 
the parts you intend to bend.

CHAMBER DETAIL
Shopmade stopper 
fashioned from dense 
water-resistant hardwood

Pipe wrapped in 
moving blanket 
for insulation

High-pressure 
polyethylene 
pipe, 8 in. dia. 
by 1⁄2 in. thick

Galvanized steel grate with most crossbars 
cut out slides into pipe and serves as tray 
for workpieces. Avoid untreated steel for 
this application, as it will react with water 
and tannins to stain the wood.

 bending. It’s an easy process, but it means starting your project 
four days sooner.

Bending green wood works too, but it will have to dry a lot 
longer on the form, and the risk of cracking during that time is 
greater. You’ll also get more deformation in the drying process 
with green wood. Having said that, there is an advantage to bend-
ing green vs. air dried: It takes less force. With some parts (the 
bow of a Windsor chair, for example) the distortion during drying 

doesn’t impact the part much. But I love preci-
sion, so I rarely bend green wood.

The steambox
The simplest steamer I ever made was a stove-
pipe set into a saucepan on the kitchen stove. 
I balanced chair legs in the pipe and stuck a 
rag in the top to keep steam from escaping. If 
you have only a bit of steaming to do, or want 
to experiment before investing in a proper 
steambox, stovetop steaming will get you by.

The key thing in setting up a steamer, no matter how robust 
or economical the system, is getting enough steam in the box. 
So what is enough? While I can’t give you a number of BTUs or 
tell you how much water is sufficient, the wood can. After 15 to 
20 minutes of steaming, the wood should be dripping when you 
pull it from the chamber. If it isn’t, you will likely need to deliver 
more steam or build a smaller chamber. In a smaller chamber, 
the same amount of steam can more fully saturate the space and 
better plasticize the wood. I use a thermometer mounted in the 
door of my steambox to see that I’m getting 200° in the chamber.

Earlex steam generators (or similar steamers, like those for 

tilts 2° to drain at rear. polyethylene polyethylene 
pipe, 8 in. dia. pipe, 8 in. dia. 
by 11⁄⁄1⁄11⁄1⁄2222222222⁄2⁄222222⁄2⁄  in. thick

SOURCES  OF  SUPPLY

EARLEX STEAM GENERATOR
leevalley.com

GALVANIZED STAMPED STEEL GRATE
standartpark-usa.com

HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE PIPE, 
8 IN. DIA.

hdpesupply.com

Swivel casters 
with brake at front
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Hot from the oven. When the workpiece is cooked, Boggs removes it and starts bending by hand, 
using his thigh as a bending form.

Doing a back bend. With thin stock the bending goes quickly and easily. 
After making a first bend and then glancing at the target curve he’d 
drawn on a piece of plywood, Boggs flips the workpiece to bend a reverse 
curve.

Bending to the master. In a matter of a minute or two, after tweaking 
the initial bends with further pressure against his leg and making other 
corrections in midair, Boggs has a workpiece that matches the reverse 
curve he was aiming for.

Steam is friend and foe. When pulling parts 
from the steambox, wear long insulated gloves. 
Reach into the opening from the bottom 
instead of the top, where the steam flows out. 
Keep the rack close to the door so you don’t 
have to reach deep into the chamber.

 removing wallpaper) can do the job on a small scale, but you 
might need two of these to fully saturate a steambox like the one 
drawn here. you can use a CPVC pipe alone as a quick steambox. 
It can handle the heat and contain the steam. but it may get soft 
and lose its form unless you support it well while steaming.

Bending forms and drying racks
I typically make my bending forms with a tighter curve than the 
finished part. I overbend the part on the form, hold or clamp it 
in place for a while, then remove it, let it relax slightly, and put it 
on a drying rack that holds it in the desired final shape. Why the 
two-step process? Like most materials, wood has a “memory” and 

Formless bending
Useful for developing ideas and building 
prototypes or one-of-a-kind pieces, formless 
bending is a little like freehand drawing. It 
works only with thin stock and when the 
precise final shape of the piece isn’t critical.

Shopmade stopper 
fashioned from dense 
water-resistant hardwood

 bending. It’s an easy process, but it means starting your project 
four days sooner.

bending green wood works too, but it will have to dry a lot 
longer on the form, and the risk of cracking during that time is 
greater. you’ll also get more deformation in the drying process 
with green wood. Having said that, there is an advantage to bend-
ing green vs. air dried: It takes less force. With some parts (the 
bow of a Windsor chair, for example) the distortion during drying 

doesn’t impact the part much. but I love preci-
sion, so I rarely bend green wood.

The steambox
The simplest steamer I ever made was a stove-
pipe set into a saucepan on the kitchen stove. 
I balanced chair legs in the pipe and stuck a 
rag in the top to keep steam from escaping. If 
you have only a bit of steaming to do, or want 
to experiment before investing in a proper 
steambox, stovetop steaming will get you by.

The key thing in setting up a steamer, no matter how robust 
or economical the system, is getting enough steam in the box. 
So what is enough? While I can’t give you a number of bTus or 
tell you how much water is sufficient, the wood can. after 15 to 
20 minutes of steaming, the wood should be dripping when you 
pull it from the chamber. If it isn’t, you will likely need to deliver 
more steam or build a smaller chamber. In a smaller chamber, 
the same amount of steam can more fully saturate the space and 
better plasticize the wood. I use a thermometer mounted in the 
door of my steambox to see that I’m getting 200° in the chamber.

earlex steam generators (or similar steamers, like those for 

will spring back somewhat when bent. So we need to deform the 
wood to the extent that it “forgets” what it was like before. I do 
this for all my bends and get remarkably consistent results once I 
discover the requirements for the part I’m bending. How much to 
overbend the part and how long to hold it on the bending form 
depends on the species and thickness of the wood, and on the 
curve you’re generating. There are no hard and fast rules. I experi-
ment with each part, and it may take several rounds to get it right. 

releasing the parts from the bending form late does not hurt 
them, but releasing them too early, before they have cooled and 
set enough, can mean they spring back too much as you release 
them and can break when you bend them onto the drying rack. 
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Overbending is good. Boggs presses the thin workpiece to a form with a 
tighter radius than the final curve he’s after. He holds the part in place or 
clamps it to the form for a minute or two. He uses a steel strap here to help 
make a smooth bend, but without end blocks that would add compression.

Building bending forms
Bending forms need accurately cut curves and a smooth bending 
surface. Any bump or dip in the form’s face can cause one area 
to over-stress and can lead to part failure. Typically, making a 
form is a matter of laminating several pieces of sheet material 
cut to the same curves. I strongly advise against freehand saw-
ing your form curves and trying to smooth them by hand. You 
won’t likely get an accurate form. routing to a template is an 
excellent way to create good form curves. I recommend sawing 
the template out of 1⁄4-in. MdF and perfecting your curve on that. 
The thin stock is quick and easy to smooth by sanding. when 
you rout to this pattern, the curved surface stays square to the 
sides from end to end.

Sometimes it makes sense to bend parts by anchoring the 
center of the workpiece and pulling both ends to the form. But 
I prefer to bend from one end to the other for most of what I 
make. The leverage advantage is significant when you anchor 
one end. Plus, you only have to bend half as much wood at once 
when you are pulling one end rather than both ends. I orient 
my forms so I am pulling down to the table rather than working 

Free bending
Free bending involves a bending form and a drying rack. The part is bent 
over the form without using compression and is held in place temporarily 
by hand or with clamps. Then it is transferred to a drying rack.

Into the drying 
rack. After taking 
it off the bending 
form, Boggs slips 
the part into a 
drying rack whose 
end stops hold the 
workpiece to the 
desired radius of 
the finished part.

Rack of another order. A special device with three serpentine vertical 
ribs serves as a drying rack for the slats on a Boggs rocker. Though all 
the slats were bent over the same form, they dry to different radii, which 
graduate from one to the next.
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Bending form with a built-in clamp. With a slot 
at the lower end that pinches the workpiece in 
place, this form makes for an easy bend without 
a metal strap. Boggs clamps the upper end of the 
part to the form to let it set.

Rack of another order. A special device with three serpentine vertical 
ribs serves as a drying rack for the slats on a Boggs rocker. Though all 
the slats were bent over the same form, they dry to different radii, which 
graduate from one to the next.

Before they are fully set, steam-bent parts can be coaxed into tighter or flatter curves. With three slats in a drying rack, Boggs uses hand 
pressure to get them all to conform to the same curve (left). Even thicker parts with bends that are fully set can be reshaped somewhat 
with the help of a heat gun and clamping pressure (right).

horizontally. I have not found a project yet that requires more 
than my body weight and maybe a lever bar to get enough force 
to bend the parts. 

Steaming and bending the parts
A long-held basic rule states that you should steam the wood 
for 1 hour per inch of thickness before bending. In general this 
works, but the wood doesn’t know about this rule yet and, like 
all natural materials, behaves however it wants. I add to that rule 
that the drier the wood and the denser the wood, the longer it 
needs to cook. Much like with baking bread, there is a feel to 
knowing when the wood is ready. You get that feel by breaking 
parts that aren’t cooked enough. So it is a good idea to start with 
cheap wood. 

The broken parts can teach you what went wrong. If there are 
tension failures on the outside of the bend, it means the outer 
fibers were stretched too much. If this happens on a free bend, 
you will likely have to add a compression strap to the form. If this 
happens in a compression bending form, you need to tighten the 
foot of the compression strap to get more compression than you 
had. If you are getting failures on the inside of the bend (which 
only happens in compression bending) then you need to back 
off the compression pressure on the next effort. 

Once you have bent your parts, you’ll need to heat-set and dry 
them. These two changes to the wood are not the same thing. 
The wood will dry in your shop environment just fine. But if you 
heat the material, the bends will be more stable. I achieve both by 
hanging the parts—still in their drying racks—in a room heated 

T IP
BENDS ARE TWEAKABLE
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Compression 
bending
In compression bending, a 
metal strap with stops on 
both ends helps bend the 
workpiece. It compresses the 
fibers on the inside of the 
curved part, and restricts the 
stretching of the outer fibers, 
reducing breakage.

Thick parts call 
for compression. 
After steaming 
the workpiece and 
inserting one end 
in the closed end 
of the form, Boggs 
makes the bend 
by pulling down 
on the handle of 
his shopmade 
compression strap. 
With the part 
nearly home, he 
adds a clamp to 
clinch the deal.

HERE’S HOW THE WOOD BENDS

Stretched too far, these 
fibers are prone to failure.

Fixed solid wood or 
metal end block

When you steam-bend using a compression 
strap, the end blocks force the inside fibers 
to compress and prevent the outside fibers 
from stretching.

Adjustable foot

Metal compression strap with end blocks

When a piece of wood is steam-bent, the fibers 
on the outside of the curve are stretched and 
those on the inside are compressed. Failures 
typically occur on the outside of the curve.

Crumpling
Compression

StretchingTension

Metal strap

Workpiece

ANATOMY OF A 
COMPRESSION STRAP

T IP
STOPGAP DRYING RACK

In a pinch, Boggs sometimes uses a bar 
clamp as a drying rack after removing the 
part from the form. A bevel gauge monitors 
the angle of the bend. If the angle needs 
adjusting, he tightens or loosens the clamp.
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to 115° and dehumidified to 15% relative humidity. I leave them 
there until their moisture content is 6% to 8% before removing 
them for final shaping and joinery. If you do a fair amount of 
steam-bending, it’s a worthwhile effort to set up some kind of dry-
ing space in your shop. In some workshops I have used a closet 
with a space heater in it. For just a couple of bends, you can set 
the bends with a heat lamp placed to heat the bent portion. Just 
use good judgment with regard to fire hazards.

I made a study many years ago of how to steam-bend parts 
consistently. I wanted to find out where all the variables were 
coming from with each species and type of part I was using. It 
took a good bit of time, and lots of note taking, but I found all 
the variables that were making the parts come out differently. 
They were all coming from the same place: me. Once I started 
managing the wood’s moisture content to between 15% and 20%, 
and tracking how long I spent bending the part onto the form and 
how long I kept it there, parts started coming out with remark-
able consistency. applying a much more disciplined approach to 
steam-bending has made the whole process more successful and 
more enjoyable.         □

Brian Boggs does his steam-bending in Asheville, N.C.

Commercial compression. To bend these chair posts, Boggs uses a 
compression strap from Lee Valley. After inserting the workpiece he 
tightens the adjustable foot, snugging it up to the end of the part.

Clamp the first curve. Before pulling the part down onto the form, 
Boggs clamps the section that gets a concave curve.

Time for some serious leverage. After re-tightening the adjustable foot 
and fully tightening the C-clamp, Boggs pulls down with the compression 
strap, inserting a cheater bar for extra leverage.

Wedge and clamp. To keep the workpiece close to the form, Boggs uses 
a pin and wedge system. Then he applies pressure with a second C-clamp 
to pull the part to the form.

One more wedge. With the second C-clamp tight, Boggs adds a wedge 
to bring the part all the way home to the form. After 10 minutes on the 
bending form he’ll move the part to a drying rack.

Reverse curves
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